I. INTRODUCTION Radiative lifetimes of nuclear states may in many cases be compared with specific theoretical predictions for these levels and can provide a sensitive test for the models on which such predictions are based. We to a cone with a half angle of 6'.
The y rays were recorded in a 20-cm' coaxial Ge(Li) detector having a resolution width of 5.5 keV for 1.33-MeV y rays. Spectra were recorded in 2048 channels spanning the energy range from 500 to 1300 keV. The radiation from the target was accumulated simultaneously with reference lines4 from Mn~( 834.81 keV) and Zn~' (1115. 40 keV) sources. Zero and gain-shift corrections were applied by a pair of digital stabilizers set on the reference lines. A 1-in. -thick graphite absorber was placed in front of the detector in order to suppress background from the P decay of Li.
The 981-keV y-ray transition observed at 0' to the beam axis was expected to be shifted upward in energy to 1017 keV (unattenuated shift). Since the lifetime was known to be much shorter than the slowing-down times typically obtainable with solid materials, the attenuation was not expected to exceed a few percent of the total shift. Thus the method used by Blaugrund An 834.8-keV peak due to the Ge~'(n, n') reaction was observed in the region normally occupied by the Mn~p eak. By suitable positioning of the source, the Mn~reference peak was made suffi. -ciently intense that the Ge~a(n, n') had only an insignificant influence on the centroid of the reference peak.
B. Target Composition
The deuterated Zr targets were found to contain significant amounts of oxygen. These oxygen contents were determined from that of a vapor target consisting of D,O at a known pressure by comparing their respective yields of the 1.28-0-MeV transition in Ne" -a prominent peak resulting from the 0"(Li',p)Ne" reaction in oxygen targets.
The deuterium contents of the solid targets were similarly determined by comparing the yields of the Li peak for the solid gas targets after correction for underlying contaminant contributions. The solid target used in the two sets of measurements contained 113 gg/cm' of Zr as determined by weighing~before deuteration. On the basis of this weight of Zr, the formula for the target materials could be written as ZrO, ,J3, "; this corresponds to a total thickness of 140 pg/cm'.
In view of the significant amount of oxygen discovered in the target, it seemed worthwhile to further check the composition and uniformity of the target material and the possible presence of other target contaminants. To this end, the spec- on different portions of the Nl window since a 20% variation in window thickness" was equivalent to a +120-keV variation in beam energy or to ã 300-eV variation in the Li' y-ray energy. This variation was expected to have a random character, however, since the beam was refocused for each measurement.
The numerous measurements in each set were made alternately with the gas and solid targets, and each set employed a different Ni window. Thus the errors in the observed difference (E, G -E"z) listed in Table 1, which were determined from the internal scatter of the data (Fig. 4) , include the error due to any nonuniformity in window thickness.
F. Lifetime Determination
For each set of measurements the observed energy difference E"~-E,s and the corrections to this difference were combined (Table 1) to obtain a value of the corrected difference which, in the notation of Ref. 5 , is E""-E". The average of the two corrected differences, weighted by the absolute errors in the numbers, is E""-E =430+ 200 eV, 
